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the introduction to the volume ex-

plains
while not yet countenancing the possibil-
itythe historical background of the of baptism for the dead the evangeli-
calauthors fourteen year project and details proponents of divine perseverance

the dictionary s organization contribu-
tions

derive the scriptural teaching that the
and limitations the last eighty one gospel will be proclaimed to the dead

pages entitled sketches of maya word from i peter 318 46 and several other
morphology and inflections describe biblical texts
the organization of the yucatecan lan-
guage

an old german proverb says A good
and provide great help to those question is half an answer this book

interested in learning the structure for clearly identifies an important question
mation sounds and proper use of the in their suggestions for further reading
language 067167 68 however the authors should

clark V johnson look a little further for the other half of
the answer

john W welch

what about those whomo have never heard
by gabriel fackre ronald H nash and
john sanders intervarsityInterVarsity 1995

written by three evangelical chris-
tians this volume asks the question if
jesus is the only way of salvation then
what about those who have never heard
about him recognizing the significance
of the issue each of the three authors pre
sents a different model for alternative
evangelical understandings of scripture
on this issue to which the other two
authors respond

nash s view called restrestrictivismrictivism
holds that it is necessary to know about
the work of christ and exercise faith in
jesus before one dies if one is to be saved

12 sanders argues for inclusivism
meaning people may be saved even if
they do not know about christ god
grants them salvation if they exercise faith
in god as revealed to them through cre-

ation and providence 13

most interesting to latter day saints
will be the third position which fackre
identifies as divine perseverance also
called postmortem evangelization in
other words some evangelicalsevange licals are willing
to entertain the possibility that those
who die unevangelized receive an oppor-
tunity for salvation after death god con
demnsdamns no one without first seeing what
his or her response to christ is 13


